Introduction
Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) permits a direct en face view of human cone photoreceptors. 1 The high-resolution en face images obtained using AOSLO have been used to investigate alterations in the photoreceptor densities in eyes with degenerative retinal diseases such as cone-rod dystrophy, 2, 3 retinitis pigmentosa (RP), 4, 5 acute zonal occult outer retinopathy (AZOOR), 6 and occult macular dystrophy. 7 In such degenerative retinal diseases, measurements of cone photoreceptor densities can be used to follow up the progression of the degeneration or the effectiveness of therapy in preserving the photoreceptors. 5 Automated methods have been used to identify individual cone photoreceptors and determine the density of the cones in healthy eyes. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] In many studies designed to determine cone density, individual cones are identified by automatically detecting bright spots on a cone mosaic image. The cone mosaic images are averaged and filtered using a spatial frequency filtering (SFF) technique to avoid misidentification of the cones because of image noise. The SFF technique is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method. This technique was widely used in earlier studies on the automated calculation of the cone densities in the AOSLO images, and it was based on intensity enhancement and noise reduction, ie, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. For this technique to be effective, the images must have a periodic structure like the cone mosaic images in healthy eyes. In healthy eyes, the cone mosaic images have a periodical structural pattern, ie, they have a spatial frequency pattern. This information can be used to estimate cone densities. Cooper et al 15 estimated cone density from a power spectrum of cone mosaic images without identification of individual cones. The central issue in the clinical use of an automated measurement of cone densities is its ability to obtain accurate values. Accuracy is important in determining whether the cone densities are significantly different from normal densities and whether they have changed significantly over time or after therapy. Recently, several studies evaluated the accuracy and stability of determining cone photoreceptor density manually or by an automated identification method. 16, 17 In these studies, healthy cone mosaic images were photographed by AOSLO repeatedly in the same retinal location, and the accuracy and stability of estimated cone photoreceptor density were evaluated. However, automated estimation methods have been used to assess the effect of some retinal degenerative diseases on cone densities. 18, 19 In these studies, cone density was estimated by manual identification or automated identification with manual collection. In fact, fully automated estimation of cone density in degenerated cone mosaic images may include considerable misidentification because of vague structures of the affected tissues. However, manual identification and corrections would be too time-consuming and not appropriate for the clinic. To overcome this deficit, we have developed a technique based on a region-based segmentation algorithm for determining the cone densities. A region-based segmentation algorithm has been commonly applied in image processing studies for various purposes. 20 An approach for estimating cone density using a region-based segmentation without spatial filtering has not been reported. The region-based segmentation technique can reduce misidentifications of the cone mosaic images, which have unique features or non-periodic structure, because this technique does not use the spatial frequency information, and it should be particularly effective, especially, in diseased eyes with a non-periodic pattern of the cone mosaic.
The purpose of this study was to estimate cone density by region-based segmentation for cone mosaic images. We estimated the cone densities automatically, both healthy and degenerative cone mosaic images, using our methods. We compared our method with a conventional SFF method and manual identification to examine the possibility of the clinical application of automated cone density counting.
Subjects and methods subjects
A total of 15 eyes of 15 healthy subjects consisting of eight men and seven women were studied. None of these subjects had any ocular pathology. The mean axial length was 25.20±1.67 mm with a range of 23.11-27.22 mm. We also examined a man with macular dystrophy (subject 16), a woman with RP (subject 17), and a woman with AZOOR (subject 18). The patients were diagnosed at the Department of Ophthalmology, Osaka University School of Medicine. This research protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the Osaka University Medical School, and the procedures used conform to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects provided written informed consent.
aOslO imaging
Details of the custom-built AOSLO (Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) used in this study have been published. 21 The AOSLO images were taken through dilated pupils, and the ciliary muscle was paralyzed by topical tropicamide (0.5%) and phenylephrine (0.5%) in all subjects. The AOSLO system can take 400 sequential images at a rate of 30 frames/s, and the retinal image can be displayed in real-time. The field of view (FOV) can be immediately varied from 0.20°×0.23° to 6.4°×7.2°. All the cone mosaic images were obtained with a 0.8°×0.9° field. In addition, retinal images were also obtained with a 3.2°×3.6° field to construct montage images and determine the foveal center ( Figure 1 ). The montage images were used to verify the location of the high-magnification cone mosaic images. The subjects were instructed to fixate on a target displayed on a built-in organic electro luminescent diode display, which could be moved to obtain photographs of different retinal sites. We determined foveal center with wide FOV images. First, the retinal image was acquired with a wide FOV mode as 6.4°×7.2° or 3.2°×3.6°, and the subject was instructed to fixate a built-in target display. 
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automated measurements of cone density by region-based segmentation to the foveal center, the target was moved to almost align the center of the FOV with the foveal center. To evaluate our algorithm for measuring parafoveal cone photoreceptor density at different retinal locations, cone mosaic images were photographed at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm temporal to the center of the fovea. The fixiation target was moved to previously calculated coordinate that corresponds to each retinal eccentricity. The angular coordinates of the fixation target are indicated in degrees. To convert the angle to the linear scale, we calculated the retinal magnification factor (RMF) from the axial length of each subject. 22, 23 The RMF is a factor that represents conversion from angle to linear scale on the retina (mm/degree). The RMF can be calculated from the axial length x as RMF =0.01306⋅(x -1.82). For instance, the linear distance on retina t can be calculated using the RMF and the angle of incident ray U in degrees as t = RMF⋅U. 23 The axial length was measured using an optical biometer (AL-Scan; Nidek Co., Aichi, Japan). A fixation point of the angular coordinates in degrees corresponding to 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm temporal to the center of the fovea was calculated from the RMF.
For one trial, ~400 sequential images were obtained at 30 frames/s. In the 15 healthy subjects, we recorded 10 trials with a short break between each of the three locations on the retina. Cone mosaic image sequences were obtained for a total of 30 trials for each subject to calculate the cone photoreceptor density in each trial using the software we developed with the three different methods, as described later. However, only one trial was obtained in the three patients with retinal degeneration because many repeated trials could be a burden to the patients. For all patients, a high-and lowmagnification-affected retinal image ~1.0 mm temporal to the fovea was obtained. We selected and generated five averaged images from 400 sequential images included in one trial. Then, a total of 15 averaged degenerative cone mosaic images from three patients were generated. We also calculated cone density of diseased cone mosaic images using three methods under the same procedure as the healthy eyes.
image averaging
The algorithm for analyzing cone density consisted of several image processing steps. To eliminate inappropriate images for averaging, 10 strongly correlated sequential images were automatically selected from the 400 sequential images taken at one time. These selected images were averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio for subsequent analysis. The selected sequential images were similar to each other, but they were misaligned because of microsaccades. To obtain an averaged image, all misaligned sequential images were superposed as accurately as possible. Our technique uses several steps to superpose sequential images. The images were matched from relatively large to relatively small areas, step-by-step, for accurate superpositioning. Finally, the superposed images were averaged pixel by pixel except 
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Miyagawa et al for the pixels that had values markedly different from those in the other images. All averaged images were cropped to 256×256 pixels. The cone photoreceptor density was calculated from the number of individual cone cells in the cropped area of the averaged images. The number of individual cone cells was counted with our automated algorithm based on the region-based segmentation technique. We also counted the number of cells in the same cropped area with the conventional SFF method and the manual identification method (MIM). Finally, the cone densities were converted to cells/mm 2 . The cropped window area of an image (256×256 pixels) corresponded to ~0.41°×0.33° on the scan angle of our AOSLO. This window area is approximately equivalent to 120×100 µm at 24 mm axial length, which is enough to estimate cone densities. 24 The square image area is not equivalent to the square area on the retina because of the correction for the distortion of the raw digital image. The scan angle was converted to a retinal distance in millimeter using the RMF of each subject. Then, the square area of the analyzed retinal area was calculated in square millimeter. The cone photoreceptor density was calculated from the number of individual cone photoreceptor cells and the square measure of the analyzed retinal area.
region-based segmentation method (RSM)
The region-based segmentation technique was used to identify individual cones without any spatial filtering. Our algorithm has four steps that are illustrated in Figure 2 . To estimate cone density, the number of divided segments is counted instead of detecting by peak bright spot. First, the averaged cone mosaic image is enhanced with a morphological dilation process to prevent misidentification of cone cells that have relatively lower brightness than the surrounding cells. Then, the binarization was applied to the enhanced image. To avoid the effects of regional differences in brightness, the image was binarized by adaptive thresholding of Otsu's method. 25 After binarization, the contours of the cone cells were segmented. To eliminate pixel noise, segments with a smaller size than the predetermined threshold were deleted. The appropriate threshold was empirically determined for the best retinal image at each retinal location. The threshold on each retinal location was fixed for all healthy subjects. Finally, the cone density was calculated from the number of segmented cone cells in the analysis window of the cone mosaic image.
sFF method
We also estimated the cone density by the SFF method, which is similar to previous studies with AOSLO. 9 The procedures for spatial filtering method (SFM) are shown in Figure 3 . The averaged image was converted to a frequency domain image by FFT. Then, the spatial frequency bandpass filter was applied to the frequency domain image. The filtered frequency domain image was converted to a spatial domain image by inverse FFT. Finally, the individual cone 
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automated measurements of cone density by region-based segmentation photoreceptor cells were identified by searching for peak brightness values on the spatial domain image. We determined the appropriate bandwidth of the spatial frequency band-pass filter earlier by experimenting on each retinal location and fixed the bandwidth for all healthy subjects.
MiM
In previous studies, the MIM or correction in cone counting has been adopted as the benchmark for automatic identification methods. 16, 17 We also calculated the cone densities with manual identification of the cone cells in the same image. We manually identified the individual cones and counted the number of cells in the same cone mosaic image. We did this independently before running RSM and SFM.
statistical data analyses
We compared the results from RSM and SFM with MIM to evaluate the accuracy of the cone density calculated by our method. The cone photoreceptor density derived from MIM on the same retinal cone mosaic images was used as the basis for the accuracy of the automated calculated cone density. The results of the cone density calculated by these three methods were compared in each healthy subject. We evaluated the differences between RSM and MIM and between SFM and MIM using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. A P-value of ,0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. We also analyzed the degree of agreement between each method using Bland-Altman plots. 26 All data were analyzed using SigmaPlot 12.0 (Systat Software San Jose, CA) and R (R core team, Vienna, Austria).
Results
We calculated the cone density at retinal eccentricities of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm from the center of the fovea by the two automated methods and the MIM. The average ± standard deviation (SD) of the cone densities, which were sequentially photographed 10 times on 15 normal subjects, is shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 .
We found statistically significant differences in the calculated cone densities between RSM and MIM at 0.5 mm retinal eccentricity and between SFM and MIM at 1.5 mm retinal eccentricity. Bland-Altman plots between RSM and MIM and between SFM and MIM are shown in Figure 5 . The Bland-Altman plots were made for all trials and healthy subjects at each retinal eccentricity. We found that there were no systematic errors. However, there was a slightly biased error between automated methods and MIM.
The representative diseased retinal images from each patient are shown in Figure 6A -F. The results of the estimated cone density difference between RSM and MIM and between SFM and MIM of the 15 diseased retinal areas of three patients (five images from each patient) are shown in Figure 7 .
In eyes with retinal degeneration, the cone densities measured by manual estimation were significantly closer to RSM than SFM, with the appropriate threshold levels or the spatial frequency bandwidth. The most appropriate threshold level or the spatial frequency bandwidth was manually determined by way of experimentation of the individual cases. In cases analyzed by RSM and SFM, individual cones were not detected appropriately with the same threshold level or the same spatial frequency bandwidth that was applied in healthy eyes.
Discussion
The densities of human cones have been investigated using the images obtained by AOSLO or in vitro studies. Curcio et al 27 measured the human cone and rod densities in whole mounted human retinas, and many recent studies have 
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Miyagawa et al reported on human cone densities in the fovea using adaptive optics (AO) images. 10, 14, 18, 28, 29 We estimated mean cone densities using RSM at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm temporal from the fovea to be 28,436, 21,233, and 13,620 cells/mm 2 , respectively, which are the mean values of all trials of all healthy subjects. The estimated cone densities from previous studies and this study are shown in Table 2 . The average cone densities of all healthy subjects obtained in our study were consistent with those reported earlier. The slight difference at 0.5 mm of retinal eccentricity was probably caused by slight misjudgment of retinal eccentricity from the foveal center. In fact, a slight difference in retinal point can cause a considerable difference in the cone density near the foveal center. In some studies, the cone density varied with 
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automated measurements of cone density by region-based segmentation the axial length and age. 28 However, the sex and race of the subjects should not affect the cone densities. 10, 30 We compared the estimated cone densities between RSM and MIM and between SFM and MIM for each subject with 10 repeated trials. We found statistical significance for the difference between RSM and MIM at 0.5 mm and between SFM and MIM at 1.5 mm (Figure 4 ). These errors in the Figure 7 Differences in estimated cone densities between automated methods and manual identification of diseased eyes. Notes: A total of 15 diseased retinal areas (five image areas from three patients) were analyzed. rsM-MiM and sFM-MiM denote differences in estimated cone densities between rsM and MiM and between sFM and MiM, respectively. error bars indicate sD. ***P,0.001 (Wilcoxon rank sum test). Abbreviations: RSM, region-based segmentation method; MIM, manual identification method; SFM, spatial filtering method; SD, standard deviation. automated methods were caused by misidentification of merged cells, dark cells, residual pixel noise, and ambiguous tissues. The merged cells were two or more adjacent cells that were merged and identified as one cell. The average cone density at 0.5 mm retinal eccentricity by RSM was less than that by MIM because of less identification derived from misidentification of merged cells. Merged cells can be separated by spatial band-pass filtering in SFM, and the estimated cone photoreceptor density was closer to the MIM. However, misidentification of merged cells by RSM is considered possible to avoid using features of outline or shape of segments.
The very dark gap regions between cone photoreceptor cells that have low reflectance should cause overidentification because of the residual pixel noise or ambiguous tissues that are not cone photoreceptor cells. In fact, the gap region of cone photoreceptor cells is larger in the outer retinal area than in the inner area. This gap includes rod cells, but it is difficult to resolve distinctly. At 1.5 mm retinal eccentricity, the estimated cone density using SFM was more than that using MIM, which was caused by the overidentification counted at the gap region. These results suggest that in SFM, the SFF may not be suitable to enhance the signals or to suppress noise for non-periodical structures.
Typical example images of these types of misidentifications are shown in Figure 8 . The misidentification of merged cells tends to occur in high-density cone mosaic images because of the limited resolution of the AOSLO. This overidentification was derived from overdetermination at the gap between cone photoreceptor cells.
We also compared the estimated cone densities of all 15 subjects and all trials with the Bland-Altman plots. The Bland-Altman plots between SFM and MIM and between RSM and MIM are shown in Figure 5 . There were no systematic errors, and the biased errors were derived from under-or overidentification. The biased errors of RSM and SFM from MIM were 0.6%-5.1% of the estimated cone density. For healthy subjects, results of biased error and measurement error are considered reasonable, even compared to previous studies of repeated cone density estimation for AO retinal images. 14, 16, 17 In diseased eyes, we picked five affected retinal areas from each patient. The results of the calculated cone density from the three methods are shown in Figure 7 . In addition, examples of identification using two automated methods and MIM for a seriously affected retinal area are shown in Figure 9 . We determined the most appropriate threshold level or spatial frequency bandwidth by experimenting for the individual cases. However, the cone densities obtained by SFM were always overestimated with any spatial frequency bandwidth. The results of the diseased eyes shown in Figure 7 indicate the smallest values on SFM, with the most appropriate spatial frequency bandwidth. SFM should overestimate the cone density in the non-periodic very dark areas and vague structures of the affected tissues. However, the cone densities obtained by RSM with the most appropriate threshold were obviously closer to MIM than SFM. These results suggest that RSM has the advantage for non-periodic structures of affected cone mosaic images because RSM does not depend on spatial frequency information of the image. In the affected retinal areas, a cone mosaic image has unique features, such as those shown in Figure 6 . For example, it has bright spots, very dark areas, non-periodic cone photoreceptors, and vague structure of the affected tissues.
Even in RSM, an overestimation derived from such patterns could occur, but it can be reduced by applying an appropriate threshold of segment size. RSM rejects smaller bright segments derived from residual pixel noise or affected tissues that were picked up by the threshold of the segment area size. In healthy eyes, the segment size of cone cells can be predicted from previous research results of cone densities. In fact, variations in cone density with retinal eccentricity or axial length were studied in healthy subjects. 22, 28 However, the 
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automated measurements of cone density by region-based segmentation appropriate threshold of RSM must be manually determined before calculating cone density in each case of diseased eyes; this is because of the large variation of cone cell size and affected vague tissues. However, it is considered possible to determine the threshold automatically from some image characteristics of cone mosaic images.
Conclusion
We have developed an automated method for determining the cone densities of human retinas based on a region-based segmentation algorithm in the cone mosaic images photographed by the AOSLO. In healthy subjects, no serious differences were found between the densities determined by our algorithm and the conventional automated algorithm or MIM. The performance of algorithm developed in this work was also demonstrated by the agreement of the measured cone density with the previously published data. In eyes with retinal degeneration, cone density measurement by our method might be more suitable for automated detection compared to the conventional SFF method. The automated cone photoreceptor density estimation can be used in a longitudinal follow-up of disease progression and the effectiveness of therapy in eyes with retinal degeneration. Future studies should focus on the automatic determination of appropriate thresholds and improve accuracy in RSM for various clinical cases in diseased eyes.
